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Beta-Nu
5th Annual Hall of Fame

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2019
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

BETA-NU
welcome

TO THE 1st BETA-NU
HALL OF FAME AWARDS BANQUET

The 5th Annual Beta-Nu Chapter Hall of Fame Award is presented
by the Beta-Nu Chapter of Kappa Sigma Fraternity on Friday,
September 13, 2019.
Conceived as a way of honoring Kappa Sigma and Beta-Nu alumni
for outstanding achievements, this award will become an integral
part of our tradition here at Beta-Nu.
Inductees are among a select group of alumni. Recognition is given
to those who have excelled in their career, or in their service to the
community and/or the fraternity.

WELCOME
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Mike Bowling ‘86

INVOCATION & MOMENT OF SILENCE
Father Matthew Summe, ‘92

DINNER
STATE OF THE CHAPTER
PRESENTATION & UNDERGRAD AWARDS
Jacob Avetisian ‘16, Grand Master

HALL OF FAME PRESENTATION
Mike Gray ‘77

HOUSE UPDATE
Bob Droste ‘77

GOOD OF THE ORDER

THANKS TO KYLE KNAPP ’98 FOR PROVIDING
THE ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE EVENING.

2019

HALL FAME
OF

BETA-NU CHAPTER HALL OF FAME 2019 INDUCTEES
Tom Guglielmo ’71

Joe Bowling ’90

Mark Joyce ’74

Matthew Mauller ’93

John Paul “Jay” Jones ‘74

PAST INDUCTEES
Basil E. Hayden ’20

Frank Nichols ‘65

Joseph R. Kimbrough ’23

Lee Hess ‘66

Ken Lucas ‘53

Phillip Bruce Leslie ‘66

H. Wendell Cherry ’54

Barry R. Ogilby ‘66

Charlie English ‘54

Billy Forbess ‘67

Reed Hume ‘55

Daniel Thomas ‘67

Gerald L. Nichols ‘55

Frank Houpt ‘68

Jack Liddle ‘56

Larry Blair ‘70

Paul E. Patton ‘56

Christopher McCleary ‘71

David Ravencraft ‘56

Russell F. Tucker ‘71

James W. Stuckert ‘56

Roger Baird ‘72

Kenneth W. Towery ‘56

Bill Leavell ‘72

Mickey Conner ‘57

Bo Bollinger ‘75

Alva R. Sullivan ‘57

Gary Ulmer ‘76

George Brown ‘58

Mike Gray ‘77

Brig Gen Garryl C. Sipple ‘58

Hank Robinson ‘77

John Fitzwater ‘59

Joe Bryant ‘78

William M. Cox, Sr. ‘61

Mitchell B. Wilson ‘78

William M. Corum ‘63

Michael Bowling ‘86

Warren Denny ‘63

Jeremy Bates ‘90

David S. Jordan ‘63

Michael Stacy ‘92

Thomas Kron ‘63

Jonathan Nalli ‘94

Mac Zachem ‘63

INDUCTEES
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

Tom Guglielmo ‘71
Dr. Tom ‘Gug’ Guglielmo pledged Beta-Nu in the spring
of 1971 and lived at 460 Hilltop for two and a half
years. He graduated from the University of Kentucky
in 1975 and graduated from the University of Louisville
Dental School in 1979.
In 1980 Tom moved to Houston, Texas and was an
associate dentist in a private dental practice for a year.
It was during this year that he began a continuing
education direction leading him to explore wellness
focused health care treatment for patients.
In the early 1980’s he served as executive director of the Holistic Dental Association
and later moved to Lexington and was the dental director for the Holistic Health
Center in Lexington, Kentucky. He established a dental staff for this primary care
medical office in Lexington. They would develop wellness programs based on a
multidiscipline approach and focus on diet, exercise and relaxation.
Tom was introduced to his future wife by a fraternity brother. He married Kathy and
moved back to Houston. In the 1990’s, he had two children and built a busy private
dental practice. At the end of the 90’s a horseback riding accident ended his career
as a ‘sit down and look in the mouth’ dentist. He sold his practice and moved to the
Woodlands, Texas.
After the ending of his dental clinical career he consulted for dental insurance
companies and served on a dental board of directors for a dental insurance company.
Tom began another career in the mergers and acquisitions of dental offices. He
opened a Houston office for McLerran and Associates and brought in a partner,
developed the Houston market and became co-owner of McLerran’s transition
business for Houston and East Texas. He has helped hundreds of dentists transition
in and out of dentistry for the past decade and a half. He is selling his half of the
transition company at the end of 2019 and going on to his next project in life.
In the mid 1990’s, Tom purchased fifty acres across the street from Natural Bridge
State Park in Slade, Kentucky. This site is in the Daniel Boone National Forest. Just

this past fall the local county repealed prohibition and Slade is continuing to grow as
a tourist destination. He plans on developing this site focusing on hospitality, lodging
and potentially a health spa.
“Dr. Thomas Anthony Guglielmo ‘71, Tom (aka) “Gug” is a brother that has kept many
of the 1970’s Beta-Nu brothers in touch and close. If not for Tom’s dedication to keep
us all connected, we would have missed out of over 30 years of close brotherhood.”
Kappa Sigma means a lot to Tom. Beta-Nu and Kappa Sigma gave him a core group
of lifelong friends and mentors. His advice to undergraduates is, “look for mentors
– some will be your current brothers. By mentor I mean somebody that you can
call, and they will take your call and you can bounce ideas off them and just share
experiences. Appreciate it now and keep the bonds.

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

Mark Joyce ‘74
Before joining Kappa Sigma or the University of Kentucky,
Mark Joyce was a leader in Troop 30 of the largest boy
scout group in Louisville. Mark served as an Assistant
Scoutmaster and Chairman of the Boards Review.
Through these positions, Mark was able to determine
the importance of achieving his goals and understanding
the lessons he’s learned.
Following his leadership path, Mark became an officer of
Kappa Sigma. Through this process, Mark learned how
to be a leader. He learned how to be patient, involved,
and how to listen to others. He has found that these traits have really pressed him
forward in life by teaching him how to interact with customers, vendors, and people
with different opinions in business. Mark states, “The structure of a fraternity has
many similarities of business and social settings that enabled me to go forward with
confidence and earn the respect of others” (Joyce).
After Mark Joyce graduated, he got his first job advertising sales for the Sentinel News
in Shelbyville, Kentucky. Later in his career, Mark then sold advertising for WZZX Radio,
then transitioned to PriceWeber Marketing as an accountant executive. Mark then
spent a short amount of time working at a car dealership. It wasn’t too long until Mark
decided to start two lawn services, at different times, where his business was fueled
by commercial and residential customers. Mark then began to work for Levy and Joyce
Appraisals. After receiving assignments from the Family Court or estate attorneys,
Mark would go and appraise the contents of people’s households. During this time,
Mark owned and managed two rental properties. Later on in his career, Mark opened
up his own liquor store called, Liquor World Old Henry.

During his time as a member of the Jaycees, Mark participated in programs that
contributed back to the community. He became co-chair of the charity wine tasting
event that attracted about 100 people. Mark then became chairman of the Stein Club.
This club helped new members get involved early on. The organization grew from only
a few members to several dozen.
Despite his many accomplishments, Mark became mayor of Brownsboro Village. This
village contains about 185 households, causing a lot of responsibilities to be bestowed
onto Mark. As mayor, Mark must make sure all services regarding waste management
and road maintenance are met. Mark cooperates with contractors and the state
government to make sure all government regulations are in order. Mark believes that
through being in Kappa Sigma has developed his leadership skills, crediting it to all his
career achievements.

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

Jay Jones ‘74

Brother John Paul (Jay) Jones II came to the University
of Kentucky from London, Kentucky, and pledged
at Beta-Nu in the fall of 1973. While attending the
university Jay was involved in activities that included
the Interfraternity Council; the Student Center Advisory
Board; and membership in pre- law societies. Jay was
privileged to be inducted into the honorary fraternity
known as Lamp and Cross. He graduated in 1977 with
a B.A. in Political Science. He attended the University of
Kentucky Law School and graduated with a Juris Doctor
in 1980.
Jay has served Beta-Nu in many capacities: Grand Master of Ceremonies, Grand
Procurator, Pledge Trainer, and Grand Master in 1976-77. He also served on the
Housing Corporation for several years. After graduating from law school Jay moved
to Monticello, Kentucky, with his wife, Linda (Alpha Gamma Delta), where they have
now lived for 37 years. Jay and Linda have two daughters: Shelby, a UK graduate
and member of Alpha Gamma Delta; and Lindsey, a graduate of Northern Kentucky
University. Since 1980, in addition to practicing law Jay has also served as Wayne
County Attorney (1990 to 1998) and he is currently serving as Master Commissioner
of the Wayne Circuit Court and Trial Commissioner of the Wayne District Court. He is
active in the Monticello Kiwanis Club and First Christian Church.
Jay considers his experiences in Beta-Nu to be invaluable to him, both personally and
professionally. He is grateful for the many friends he has across the United States
as a result of his association with Beta-Nu. Jay’s advice to undergraduates is to

“Appreciate your time in college,” and “Make sure to keep in touch with your brothers
after your college term because one of the most valuable and long-lasting benefits
of your Kappa Sigma experience will be having close friends across Kentucky and all
over the world.”
Jay’s experience at Kappa Sigma has given him a sense of belonging in this world in
knowing there are thousands of brothers with whom he has something meaningful
in common. That sense of belonging is important to his life personally, professionally,
spiritually, and in his family life. His Beta-Nu Chapter experience and what it means
to him is very personal. Jay was fortunate enough to have developed and kept close
and significant friendships. He thanks all “Beta-Nuers,” especially those who were at
Beta-Nu when he was in the 1970s.

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

Joe Bowling ‘90
Brother Bowling graduated Bardstown High School in
the spring on 1989 and pledged Beta-Nu of Kappa Sigma
that fall, along wtih his cousin from Madisonville, Matt
Bowling. They joined Matt’s brothers, Mike and Dan, and
were soon joined by a fifth cousin, Rob. This motley crew
soon became known as “the Five Friends & Bowlings”.
Such was the love for the Bowlings that screams of “no
more %$#%@# Bowlings” often rang through the halls
of 460 Hilltop Avenue with affection. We showed our
appreciation (and proved a point) by electing my sister,
Kate, as the chapter sweetheart in 1992 and by recruiting
Rob’s younger brother, Matthew, in 1999. Both sisters, Kate and Sarah, were Chi
Omegas at UK with Mike’s future wife, Nicole Segneri. For Brother Bowling, Beta Nu
is truly a family affair.
During his undergraduate years, Joe lived in the Lodge, room 204, with pledge
brothers “Bourbon” Bill Erwin, Brian Masters, and Craig “Fred” Marcum, who remain
dear friends today. He served as Grand Scribe and Social Chairman, hosting two epic
Redneck Roundup parties with cousin, Rob, that featured the now famous outlaw
country band, the Longnecks. Joe received an undergraduate degree in Computer
Science in 1994 and a MBA in 1997, both from the University of Kentucky. Joe’s
parents and his sisters also earned degrees from UK.
While an undergrad and after graduation, Joe spent 10 years as an IT Systems
Administrator and Technical Account Manager for Lexmark and IBM Global Services.
He spent much of 1998-99 with Lexmark in Sydney, Australia and Orleans, France.
In 2000, he joined EMC as a technical sales engineer and became a member of Dell

Technologies when EMC was acquired in 2016. Today Joe is a Senior Area Manager
for Dell EMC, responsible for four sales districts and over $300 million in annual
revenue across 14 states in the Ohio Valley, Midwest, and Great Plains.
When not busy helping customers address their technology and business challenges,
he’s actively pursuing a second career in craft beer and helping build the Beta Nu
Alumni Association. He started homebrewing in the late 1990s and cultivated a
dream of someday owning a brewery. Joe and pledge brother, Brian Masters, along
with several friends founded Ivanhoe Park Brewing Company in Orlando, FL during
the summer of 2017. IPBC opened in June 2018 and started distribution in November
2018, quickly capturing high profile accounts such as Sea World and the Amway
Center (Orlando Magic). He plans to continue a role as IPBC Brand Ambassador
while working on a business plan to open his own brewery in Central Kentucky and
eventually retire from Dell Technologies to make craft beer his full-time focus.
A few years prior to starting the IPBC project, Joe reconnected with several other Beta
Nu alumni to discuss growing concern for the chapter’s housing situation and lack
of structured alumni association.Since then, he has played an instrumental role in
establishing recurring spring (Keeneland) and fall (HOF banquet/football tailgate) events
in Lexington and driving fundraising efforts. In 2018, he established local summer
events at minor league baseball parks in Louisville, Lexington, and Northern KY.
Joe currently resides in Goshen, KY with his two children, Caroline (12) and Philip (14).
He enjoys hunting, fishing, hiking, kayaking, and scuba diving along with UK sports
and travel.
When asked what Beta-Nu and Kappa Sigma mean to you, here is what Joe said:
“Lifelong friends! Beta-Nu provided me so many benefits but the one I experience
every day is lifelong friends that have become integrated into my circle of family
and friends from other stages of life. And not just brothers from undergraduate.
When I moved to Louisville in 2001, my cousin, Rob Bowling, and I started playing
softball with other Beta-Nu alumni that were 10+ years younger than me. Over
the past 5 years, the revitalized Beta-Nu alumni association has introduced me to
dozens of brothers from other eras. Several of those brothers have become close
friends.”
Joe’s advice to undergraduates is: “Leverage the broader Beta-Nu alumni network
and stay involved after your time on campus. We have such a powerful network
of brothers that, frankly, my era didn’t leverage well. Whether for an internship,
professional or personal mentoring, future employment, etc. start networking now.
It will pay off dramatically over a lifetime.”

HA LL OF FAME INDUCTEE

Matthew Mauller ‘93
Matthew Mauller and his family live in Mitchell, Kentucky. He is
married to Laura Sanker Mauller and they have three children:
Lexi (13), Ali (10), and AJ (7). Mauller pledged in the fall of 1992
at Bowling Green State University and was initiated in the
spring if 1993. During the fall of 1993, Mauller transferred to
the University of Kentucky and affiliated himself with Beta-Nu
Chapter. By the spring of 1994, he started the KE Hall of Fame
where he also included past alumni. Mauller accomplished
more than just starting the KE Hall of Fame during the year
of 1994. He also infamously eliminated bottle breaking at
parties. His reasoning for doing that was, “someone had to
do it before we all ended up in the ER with gashes to our feet on the way to the shower”
(Mauller). On top of that, he was also the formal chair for the First Ski Formal.
In the Spring of 1995, Mauller was elected Grand Master. As Grand Master, he held roles
such as being the head of the fraternity, finalizing decisions, and dealing with external
chapter relations. While he held this position, Mauller submitted their very first application
to Nationals for award recognition. Although the application did not get accepted, Mauller
demonstrated great leadership skills by being proactive. Later in the spring of 1995, Kappa
Sigma received the KE Scholarship Leadership Award. Mauller attended the Biennial
Conclave event in Virginia, where he went and discussed issues brought forward.
The following semester, Mauller continued to hold the Grand Master position where his
position was put to the test. All four years, Mauller led Beta-Nu’s disagreement with the
Dean of students, surrounding the issue of the expulsion of their chapter due to allegations
against hazing. During this semester, Beta-Nu became the university’s example of “Zero
Tolerance”. They were then able to reduce their sentence down to 3 years and maintained
their National Charter.
In the Spring of 1996, Mauller graduated with his degree in Biology and opened up his own
insurance center in 1998. From the years 2002- 2016, Mauller was constantly promoted to
higher positions. In 2002, he was promoted to Senior Marketing Representative. In 2004, he
was promoted to Vice President Marketing/Partner. In 2008, Mauller transitioned an agency
called, Neace Lukens Agency Cincinnati, where he was promoted to President 2016.
Beta-Nu Chapter & Kappa Sigma mean a great deal to Mauller. Beta-Nu Chapter & Kappa
Sigma are the foundation for several of Matthew’s longest friendships. He met some
wonderful people and was given the opportunity at a young age to lead a group of peers.
The friendships and experiences still benefit his life today. His advice to undergraduates is
to put in work because something good will come out of it whether it be in Kappa Sigma or
in life. You are only in school for a short time so invest it, run for EC, chair a committee or
get involved with IFC or IMH. The experiences you gain and contacts you make will benefit
you for life.

“The Star and Crescent shall not be
worn by every man, but only by him who
is worthy to wear it.
He must be a gentleman...
a man of honor and courage...
a man of zeal, yet humble...
an intelligent man...
a man of truth...
one who tempers action with wisdom
and, above all else, one who walks
in the light of God.”

thank you to our

DONORS

The donors below made the new house possible. Thank you for your support. A new
permanent Lifetime Giving Wall will go up in the near future once the university approves it. To
be listed on that wall you must have pledged and/or paid at least $1,000. Additionally, we will
recognize annual donors moving forward.
If you want to be listed on Lifetime Giving Wall and have either not contributed or not reached
the $1,000 level, please contact Mike Gray at graybear57@gmail.com or 919-624-4945.
Sam Swope ‘44

Kurt Fromme ‘58

Larry S. Tomich ‘67

Edsel Rawlings ‘51

David Pattison ‘58

Tom Tucker ‘67

Ellis Easterly ‘53

Raymond Ruehl ‘59

Steve Winfrey ‘67

Albert Hall ‘53

John Fitzwater ‘59

Craig Folnsbee ‘67

Kenneth Lucas ‘53

William Kaufman ‘59

Bill Richardson ‘67

Art Curtis ‘54

Bill Cox ‘61

Tom McCarty ‘68

Charlie English ‘54

Kirby Smith ‘62

Billy Forbess ‘68

Roger Ladenburger ‘54

Bill Corum ‘63

Tony Walker ‘68

Gerry Nichols ‘55

David Jordan ‘63

Ron Owen ‘69

Earle Williams ‘55

Floyd Ellis ‘63

Larry Blair ‘70

Frank Martin ‘56

Chris Hoehle ‘63

Michael Foley ‘70

Jack Liddle ‘56

Mac Zachem ‘63

Joe Traxel ‘70

Paul Patton ‘56

Eugene Saiter ‘64

Chris McCleary ‘71

David Ravencraft ‘56

David Floyd ‘64

Joel Seidelman ‘71

James Stuckert ‘56

Ronald Kissling ‘65

Thomas Guglielmo ‘71

Cyrus Dicken ‘56

Butch Nichols ‘65

Bradford Marston ‘71

Kenneth Towery ‘56

Bruce Leslie ‘66

Russell Tucker ‘71

Mickey Conner ‘57

Milton Click ‘66

Michael Bewley ‘72

Robert Lewis ‘57

Lee Hess ‘66

Roger Baird ‘72

Whayne Priest ‘57

Barry Ogilby ‘66

Bruce Dye ‘72

Al Sullivan ‘57

Edwin Logan ‘67

Bill Leavell ‘72

Benjamin Sewell ‘67

thank you to our

DONORS

Scott Neumayer ‘73

Hank Robinson ‘77

Bradley Fleming ‘82

Choya Oliver ‘73

Mike Gray ‘77

David Foley ‘82

Johnny Skaggs ‘73

Eddie Hodgin ‘77

Matt Noble ‘84

John Ballerstedt ‘73

Randy Parker ‘77

Michael Haunert ‘84

Joe Bryant ‘74

Paul Beargie ‘78

Jason Miner ‘85

Jay Jones ‘74

Dave Bergmann ‘78

Shawn O’Conner ‘85

Mark Joyce ‘74

Rob Bowling ‘78

Scott Shirley ‘85

Patrick Richardson ‘74

Mic Wilson ‘78

Michael Bowling ‘86

David Dye ‘74

Benjamin Schmidt ‘78

Jon Armstrong ‘86

James Roush ‘74

Thomas Caywood ‘79

Chenalt Morton ‘86

Steven Shockey ‘74

Jim Malone ‘80

Michael Wood ‘87

Darrell Smith ‘74

John Ransler ‘80

David Carroll ‘87

Bo Bollinger ‘75

Gregory Cinnamon ‘80

Thomas Meyer ‘87

Robert Cleveland ‘75

Louis Rowe ‘80

Andrew Bachman ‘87

Richard Rice ‘75

Jeffery Bergmann ‘81

Daniel Bowling ‘88

John Miller ‘75

Brent Bruner ‘81

Daniel Heck ‘88

Peter Sparks ‘75

Todd Burk ‘81

Matthew Owens ‘88

Bill Baustien ‘76

Kent Mills ‘81

Dean Sheets ‘88

Bob Droste ‘76

Todd Sander ‘81

Ted Fist ‘88

Jorge Pages ‘76

Oliver Spencer ‘81

Patrick Garrison ‘88

Robin Troop ‘76

David Thomas ‘81

Shon Libby ‘88

Jeffrey Uhling ‘76

Mark Stach ‘81

Michael Shepherd ‘88

Gary Ulmer ‘76

Robert Magrish ‘81

John Tucker ‘88

Chris Wold ‘76

Robert Hickman ‘81

Dale Reid ‘89

Michael Woods ‘76

Mark Jordan ‘81

Jeremy Bates ‘90

Steve Ader ‘77

Robert Waters ‘81

Joseph Bowling ‘90

John Augspurger ‘77

Carl Bisig ‘82

Matthew Bowling ‘90

Scot Gilb ‘77

Mark Senninger ‘82

Bill Erwin ‘90

thank you to our

DONORS

Brian Masters ‘90

Jonathan Vinson ‘00

Eric Shockey ‘08

Jim Wade ‘90

Ryan Heimke ‘01

Jacob Sims ‘08

Bruce Wells ‘90

DJ Berry ‘02

Robert Cleveland ‘09

Jay Stevens ‘90

Scott Broaddus ‘02

Nolan Jackson ‘09

Brian Heck ‘91

Seth Brooks ‘02

Cole Heimbrock ‘10

Gregory Lombardo ‘92

Michael Cayse ‘02

Alex Malone ‘15

Jim Scott ‘92

Steven Prince ‘02

Joshua Maier ‘16

Michael Stacy ‘92

Bryan Thomas ‘02

Louis & Michelle Danner

David Wolfford ‘92

Mike Bash ‘03

Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Davis

Troy Coulter ‘92

Kendrick Coleman ‘03

Ruth Day

Matt Mauller ‘93

Alex Toennis ‘03

Kelly Jo DeSpain

Ray Dickison ‘93

Brandon Cramer ‘03

Mr. & Mrs. John A. Drake

Jeffrey Craft ‘94

Derrick Augspurger ‘04

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C.

Eric Fulcher ‘94

Samuel Mattson ‘05

Dufford

Jonathan Nalli ‘94

Wesley Adams ‘07

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Evans

Jon Helton ‘94

Adam Binford ‘07

Jane Goldstein

Alton Webb ‘94

Timothy Burnett ‘07

Ronald J. Gremillion

Andy Hess ‘95

Tyler Clarke ‘07

Jason Hyrne

Douglas Poore ‘95

Daniel Friedman ‘07

Mollie Lammers

Travis Frick ‘95

Stephen Hill ‘07

Leannah Leslie

Jeremy Nalli ‘95

Zachary Lathram ‘07

Hannah Myers

Joe Hsu ‘98

Taylor Pierce ‘07

Betty Noe Orndorff

Daniel Steimel ‘98

Brad Rose ‘07

David Reeves

Brandon Schadt ‘98

Aaron Adams ‘08

Alice Thomas

Matthew Bowling ‘00

Jordan Adams ‘08

Gigi Tomich

Brice Carr ‘00

Eli Lathram ‘08

Jay Westbrook

a special

THANK YOU
Current Executive Committee:
GM – Jacob Avetisian ‘16
GP – Austin Piunno ‘17
GMC – Ryan Geoghegan ‘17
GS – Aidann Skeeters ‘16
GT – Tyler Greenert ‘16
Advisory Board:
Michael Cayse ‘02, AA
Roger Baird ‘72, AAA
Bill Erwin ‘90, AAA
Daniel Friedman ‘07, AAA
Bill Rizer ‘79, AAA
Joe Vonderheide ‘73, AAA
Housing Corporation Board:
Bob Droste ‘76, President
Mike Gray ‘77, Vice President
Jim Malone ‘80, Secretary
Russell Tucker ‘71, Treasurer
Joseph Bowling ‘90, Alumni Association Co-Chair
Michael Bowling ‘86, Alumni Association Co-Chair
Kenny Coleman ‘03, Alumni Association Committee
Travis Frick ‘95, Alumni Association Committee
Michael Stacy ‘92, Alumni Association Committee
Hank Robinson ‘76, Finance Committee
Bill Baustien ‘76, Finance Committee
Jeffrey Uhling ‘76, Finance Committee
Gary Ulmer ‘76, Finance Committee
Marshall Hixson ‘90, Legal Committee
Jeremy Nalli ‘95, Property Management
Roger Baird ‘72, Property Management
Jeremy Bates ‘90, Property Management
Bill Erwin ‘90, Property Management
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Not for an hour...
a day... or college term
only... but for life.
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